Introduction: How We Encountered TCTP and Our Purpose in Studying It.
In this brief introduction, we describe our encounter with TCTP. Back in 2000, we discovered TCTP in two quite different ways: first, we looked at protein partners of TSAP6 and one of them was TCTP. Then, in collaboration with Sidney Brenner, we performed a high-throughput differential screening comparing the parental cancer cells with revertants. The results indicated that TCTP was of the most differentially expressed genes. These two approaches were carried out only months apart. They guided our research and led to the discoveries of drugs that inhibit the function of TCTP. Much of the preclinical data on sertraline as an inhibitor of TCTP in cancer were obtained with Judith Karp at Johns Hopkins. This drug is now given in combination with Ara-C to patients in a phase I clinical trial for Acute Myeloid Leukemia. We will here detail how all this happened in our lab while working around one central project: tumor reversion.